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PRODUCT:  

AIRWORX - DURASLEEVE HOSE COVER 

GENERAL: 

The Durasleeve Hose Cover bundles safety and efficiency into a single sleeve. Designed to wrap and 
protect vacuum hoses and power leads in a single sleeve cover, the Durasleeve Hose Cover will 
drastically improve daily set-up, packing, and longevity of vacuum hoses and power leads for all 
concrete grinding and polishing contractors.  

FEATURES: 

− Bundles power lead & 3” vacuum hosing together between floor grinder & dust extractor 
making it easy to move & manage power lead and vacuum hose together. 

− Protects vacuum hosing & power lead from floor hazards preventing expensive damage to 
power leads and vacuum hosing. 

− Extends life of vacuum hosing due to protection of vacuum hosing from UV light which causes 
cracking of vacuum hosing over time. 

− Helps prevent power leads from getting caught on floor obstacles as well as providing a point of 
strain relief for power leads. 

− Enables quick pack up as vacuum hose and power lead can be coiled together in one swift 
action. 

− Velcro attachment system ensures easy installation to existing power lead & vacuum hose. 
− Protects site hardware (e.g. door jambs, wall sheeting e.t.c) from raised coils on vacuum hose.  

TECHNICAL INFORMATION: 

- 10m length 
- Wraps up to 115mm diameter 
- 3.1 kg 

DISCLAIMER: 

All information presented in this document is based on experience gained from either WORX+ in-house 
testing and R&D or observations made by end users and reflects the best of our knowledge to date.   

Due to the range of variables present and often unique to any give application environment, the 
information presented in this document along with other written or verbal information that may be 
supplied regarding this product, should be viewed as non-binding and a guide only.  Purchasers should 
always perform their own tests to assess product suitablitly for the given application & environment.  


